SAVE THE DATE:
Fifth International Workshop on the Biology, Prevention, and Treatment of Relapse after Hematopoietic Stem Cell Transplantation and Cellular Therapy (HSCT²)
October 1-3, 2020
Grand Hyatt New York

Are you a medical or pediatric hematologist-oncologist, a hematopoietic stem and immune cell translational and basic scientist, a hematopathologist, physician-in-training (Fellows/ Residents/Post Docs), advance practice provider, pharmacist, oncology nurse or another associated allied health professional? If so, you should consider joining us on October 1-3, 2020, in New York City.

The Fifth International Workshop on Biology, Prevention and Treatment of Relapse After Hematopoietic Stem Cell Transplantation and Cellular Therapy (HSCT²) will bring together the leaders in the field to update us on these issues as well as novel mechanisms of relapse that have recently been described and discovered. As a Workshop participant, you will benefit from the knowledge of internationally recognized speakers from a multidisciplinary, diverse group comprised of basic and translational scientists and clinical investigators. Tremendous progress in treatment and research has been made over the recent past years, and we are eager to share it with you.

We look forward to learning alongside you and to welcoming you to the heart of Midtown Manhattan in the vibrant, captivating city of New York.

Sincerely,

Sergio, Michael, Nicolaus and Alan

Sergio Giralt, M.D.
Workshop Co-Chair and Host
Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center

Nicolaus Kröger, M.D.
Workshop Co-Chair
University Hospital Hamburg

Michael R. Bishop, M.D.
Workshop Co-Chair
University of Chicago Medicine Center

Alan Wayne, M.D.
Workshop Co-Chair
USC Norris Comprehensive Cancer